Ford trucks manual transmission

As you consider the available options and trim levels for the F, you may be wondering about the
availability of manual transmission. With the ever-growing industry trend to simplify and digitize
features, there are still plenty of consumers who prefer the feel of the gear shifter behind the
wheel. We investigated all the powertrain options for Ford F to find out if the manual
transmission has faded into the review mirror or not. The talk of the town. There are plenty of
drivers and enthusiasts out there who prefer the control and performance that comes with
shifting manually. There are plenty of truck-loving reasons to get excited about the new F Ford
has added a family of driving assistant features within various packages, that were formerly
reserved only for higher-level trims. Another significant change came in the design using all
aluminum. Imagine that beefy engine working with almost lbs less truck. New F pickups can be
equipped with six available engine configurations under the hood. The biggest surprise might
be the introduction of the twin-turbo V6, with towing prowess of up to 13, pounds and making it
a best-pick for power. You can still choose your 3. But, if you are loyal to the manual
transmission, can you get one in the pickup? As more and more consumers move away from
wanting those manual gearboxes, fewer and fewer pickups are offering them altogether. No one
ever accomplished anything after a long day of easy. Choose something different. Choose to
live the Ford TruckLife. FordTrucks FordF Since , there have been several automakers
abandoning manual transmission options entirely. Ford enthusiasts can, however, expect a
variety of Mustangs to come still equipped with the stick shift. But, as for the pickups,
automatic transmissions are the only option. You might, however, miss out on using your
clutch foot. Do people still want a manual transmission? View this post on Instagram.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Better than expected
service! No pressure easy going very helpful down to earth dealership! I will definitely purchase
from Ethan again! Thanks for the work van brotha! This car has problems catalytic converter
was messed up the struts was messed up plus they tell you once the car is sold they don't have
to fix it they did look over the car for me but I would have to pay for major problems. The people
were nice but the car wasn't in great shape I'm just being honest i have to pay back financing I
can't afford to be putting money in the car. Again, I haven't been there yet and have only chatted
with them via email exchange. They have been very cooperative. Very friendly professional
guys. Provided good response and detailed information. Excellent overall customer service. All
the owners are good. This one is no exception. Prompt response, attentive customer service,
successful vehicle trade-in, happy customer! We purchased this pick up. And the sales people
were outstanding and extremely helpful. No one pushed, they were just there to help and make
sure that we were happy with the vehicle. I would buy again. Seth replied in a timely manor, he
gave me the specs and answered my questions, the car is priced high so he asked me to make
an offer. All was a very good experience! Great communication, very professional and have very
good deals for very nice cars! Will definitely be back in the future. I received an email in the
morning and tried calling them several times without them even picking up the phone. Got a
email 3 days later that the vehicle was sold, but they had other options not the vehicle I wanted.
I asked them to be put on do not contact list. The dealership was not friendly or accommodating
towards me they were Blunt and arrogant I would not recommend them. I haven't purchaced a
vehicle from them, but I inquired about a Bullitt Mustang and the salesman was extremely
knowledgeable and respectful throughout the phone call. Nice guys over there. A true American
legend and the most popular entry in Ford's market-dominating F-Series of trucks, the Ford F
has long been favored as a workhorse for farm and ranch, as well as a choice for tuners and
off-road enthusiasts. Available in a wide variety of trims and configurations, the rugged Ford F
delivers exceptional functionality and power to spare. Although styles and options have
changed through the years, reliability and durability remain the hallmark of this solid pickup. It's
no wonder the F continues to be a mainstay in Ford's line and a favorite bargain in the
used-truck marketplace. The F grew out of the Ford F-Series trucks, which date back to The F
made its debut in for the model year, as part of the sixth generation of the F-Series. Ford
designed the F specifically to meet upcoming federal emissions requirements. Since the F,
which was also in production at the time, was often referred to as a half-ton pickup, the F
became unofficially known as a heavy half-ton pickup. That year, the F-Series became the
best-selling truck in the U. Once the F entered the F-Series lineup, it never left. Currently in its
seventh generation the 12th generation overall for the F-Series , the F straddles the line between
daily commuter and light-duty work truck. It sits on a high-strength hydro-formed chassis and
delivers a car-like ride and handling, yet offers impressive towing capacity of between 10, and
17, pounds, depending on the engine and drivetrain configuration. Inside, features like the Ford
Sync communications system give the cabin a high-tech feel. In an effort to improve the F's fuel
economy, Ford adds two new EcoBoost V6 engines to the range of powerplants available for A
new 3. It's expected to be the more fuel efficient of the two. The V6 engines join a range of

available V8 engines, including a new hp, 6. The powerplants drive the various F trucks through
two available transmissions and either rear-wheel- or four-wheel-drive configurations. In
addition, buyers can chose from Regular Cab, SuperCab, and SuperCrew body styles, as well as
three bed lengths of 5. The F's nimble handling, despite its size, continues to impress owners
and reviewers, although all admit the F feels at times like the large truck it is. Despite a number
of improvements to the chassis, some still find the ride too harsh, especially over rough roads.
Ford has gone to great lengths to give the cabin a more car-like feel, with above-average fit and
finish, and a relatively quiet driving experience for passengers. With the arrival of the F's
current generation still relatively fresh it debuted in , it will more than likely not see any
significant updates for a number of years. However, Ford continues to tweak the F lineup with
engine, feature, and trim updates to meet the needs and interests of a wide range of buyers.
One area of expansion could be at the lower end, since the Ford Ranger compact pickup truck
will disappear after the model year. Buyers can expect the F to pick up the slack, which explains
the arrival of the more fuel-efficient V6 engines for low-end trims. Rumors of a diesel powerplant
for the F remain unfounded, but potential buyers can expect Ford to continue to develop more
efficient powerplants in the coming years, as the automaker attempts to strike a delicate
balance between fuel economy and the high levels of performance buyers expect from the
country's top-selling pickup truck. By the time the Ford F arrived in showrooms in , the F-Series
pickup trucks had long been an American institution. Dating back to the mids, the F-Series
established itself as a workhorse as well as a cultural icon. By the sixth generation, when the F
debuted, the F-Series came in a wide range of trims and configurations, powered by an equally
wide range of V6 and V8 engines. In addition, the F-Series was built in a number of plants in the
U. Ford designed the F to fill a niche between the F and F It quickly became popular with
farmers and ranchers, as well as off-roaders, and accounted for one-third of F-Series sales in its
first year. Body styles included a two-door cab, four-door crewcab, and four-door supercab,
while available engines included a hp, 5. Also in '78, Ford added a hp Cleveland V8 to the range
of available engines. Outside, the F displayed an aluminum-bar grille and round headlights with
black accents, although the Lariat trim featured rectangular headlights when it debuted. The
Ford F received a redesign in , when the F-Series' seventh generation debuted. The F's exterior
displayed a square shape in the front end, with flat panels and sharply creased edges. A new
four-speed automatic joined the options list, and four-wheel-drive 4WD trims featured a new
independent front suspension. Engine choices included the Windsor V8, the Cleveland V8, and
a hp, 4. In , Ford dropped the Ranger trim designation from the F-Series lineup, since the
automaker decided to use that name for its new series of compact pickup trucks. Also in '82, the
F displayed a new front grille equipped with the blue Ford oval logo, making its first appearance
on the F-Series trucks. In , the F became the first F-Series truck offered with an available diesel
engine, which put out hp. For the model year, Ford discontinued the F, making the F the
entry-level truck in the F-Series lineup. In , Ford offered the F with an optional fuel-injected 5.
The F's square-shouldered shape was rounded off a little for the F-Series' eighth generation,
which debuted in Rear antilock brakes became a standard feature, making the F and the entire
F-Series the first trucks with this type of safety equipment. By , all powerplants available for the
F, including a beefy hp, 7. Buyers could also equip the F with an available five-speed
transmission in ' Off-roaders welcomed the addition of automatic locking hubs on
4WD-equipped F trims for However, the technology was not extended to other F-Series trucks
until , demonstrating the important position the F held in the automaker's lineup. The F received
a more streamlined exterior design in , when the ninth-generation F-Series debuted. In addition,
Ford re-introduced the F with a flareside bed, which placed the rear wheel wells outside the bed,
rather than inside. It was a look that helped distinguish the first three generations of the
F-Series, and gave the F a hunkier, retro look. The interior received a new dashboard, among
other features, while trims again included the XL, XLT, and XLT Lariat, in two-door and
four-door body styles, with short or long beds. Ford also added a new hp turbodiesel V8 to the
engine lineup. For , Ford introduced a sporty SVT Lightning trim, which came equipped with a
number of first-time features, including gas shocks, inch aluminum wheels, and a sport-oriented
suspension tuned by race-car driver Jackie Stewart. Power came from a hp, 5. A year later, in ,
Ford added a driver's-side airbag and CFC-free air conditioning as standard features for certain
trims, while a CD player, remote keyless entry, and a power-adjustable driver's seat were among
the options. By the time the 10th-generation F-Series arrived in , the squarish look for the front
end had completely disappeared, replaced by a rounded, more aerodynamic design. In fact, the
10th generation represented the F-Series' first full redesign since Uncertain if the new
appearance and plusher interiors would appeal to dedicated truck buyers, Ford continued to
sell the ninth-generation F-Series into the '97 model year. For this generation, the top-of-the-line
Lariat trim returned to the lineup, replacing the Eddie Bauer trim level. Engine choices included

a 4. Despite the accolades it received, the F did not perform well in safety tests, causing the IIHS
to saddle it with a Poor rating for protecting passengers during frontal accidents, and placing
the F near the bottom of some safety-oriented lists. A SuperCrew body style, with four full-size
doors, rolled into showrooms in The 11th-generation F-Series, which debuted in , sat on a new
P2 platform, resulting in longer by 6 inches and wider by 4 inches cabs. For the first time, all
cabs had four doors, with the Regular cabs receiving rear-hinged half-doors. The SuperCrew
retained its four full doors. Initially for the 11th generation, Ford offered the F with only two
Triton V8 engines, a base hp, 4. The V8s were paired with a four-speed automatic transmission,
and for the first time Ford mounted the shift lever on the floor. Four-wheel antilock brakes came
standard. Ford also continued to offer a limited-edition version of the previous-generation's F,
called the Heritage, which included an updated grille. In addition, in '09 Ford updated the F's
frame to make it lighter and more rigid, and the current 12th-generation F debuted at the North
American International Auto Show in Detroit. Even though the Ford F retains a fairly good resale
value, prospective buyers should have little problem finding a version they want at a price they
can afford, given the sheer numbers of Fs produced over the years. In , for instance, Ford
offered the F in no less than 51 different configurations, and for more than three decades the F
was the best-selling truck in America. If you extrapolate the numbers, you can quickly see the
vast number of choices available to prospective F buyers. The F's 11th generation, produced
from to , would probably be a good place to start for prospective buyers. The 11th generation
received a new platform, which resulted in more spacious cabs. In addition, all trims offered the
convenience of four doors, as well as the aerodynamic exterior lines introduced with the 10th
generation. In the safety department, four-wheel antilock brakes became a standard feature for
the 11th generation. Buyers who place safety at a high priority should avoid the 10th-generation
F, which was built from to , since it received a Poor safety rating from the IIHS. On the other
hand, the F was awarded Truck of the Year by Motor Trend, and added such trims as the Harley
Davidson and the King Ranch to the F lineup, making trucks from this generation well worth a
look. In recent years, the F has taken a big step in improving interior comfort, with such trims as
the Harley Davidson and Platinum approaching luxury-sedan levels, thanks to features like
leather seating and heated rear seats. Ford also equips its late-model Fs with its Sync
communications system, which gives the cabs a high-tech feel. These trims offer unique
opportunities for buyers. On the other hand, those seeking something other than fully decked
out Fs should have no problems finding plenty of solid, dependable entry-level XL and XLT
trims, including those from the truck's earliest generations, which continue to make good buys.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Manual Ford F listings in your area Search Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request
Information. Authorized Ford Dealer. Image Not Available. Read more. The Ford F-Series pickup
truck has been the bestselling vehicle in the United States for decades, so a lot is at stake with
any redesign. The Ford F plays it safe, with changes that are small. The modern pickup truck
has to play the role of commuter car, grocery-getter, long-haul road tripper, and children's
shuttle bus. And yet, these trucks still have to tow and haul whatever and whenever. Not only t.
Ford F Reviews Review. Great truck. Love the ride and options it has. I have always liked the
Blue jeans metallic color too, and found a Lariat with the a equipment package. This is my 8th
ford truck. I drove a ram and several GM models and they all make very nice vehicles, but I can
understand why ford continues to outpace the competition. Very comfortable ride especially for
a large 4x4. Just felt right was soon as I drove it. Love this truck. Expensive, but arent they all.
This is the 3rd F and the 2nd Lariat that we have owned. The option of a V8 or a V6 was great.
Lots of leg room for tall people and a roomy back seat. Plenty of power also. Overall we love it
for the price. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Chicago IL. Ford
dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles CA. Ford dealers
in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers in
Washington DC. Close Ratio:. This photo shows the difference between the T and T The above
picture shows the difference between the T and T manual transmissions. The T has a PTO port
on the passenger side of the case. The T has two PTO covers â€” one on each side. Tremec T
4-Speed. Ford Truck Manual Transmissions. Case casting number is Synchronized in 2nd,3rd,

and 4th, with 1st and reverse non-synchronized. Available in 2 and 4wd drive versions. Care
should be used when ordering parts to make positive ID of unit. Found in Dodge trucks, Ford
pickup trucks and stripped chassis, to 72 GM trucks, and International Harvester and Navistar
trucks from Easily confused with T18, but the T19 is synchronized in all forward speeds. The
T19 has a single step reverse idler gear while the T18 has a 2 step reverse idler. Available in 2
and 4 WD models. Synchronized in all forward gears, with top loaded cast iron case. Used in
Ford light duty pickups and vans. Similar in appearance to the Ford top loader transmission but
has overdrive 4th gear. Three shift rails mounted to the left side of case. This unit was produced
for cars also but with lighter duty bearings and gear train. Produced in 2 and 4 wheel drive
versions. Has an aluminum case with shifter turret mounted on extension housing.
Synchronized in all forward speeds with 4th being overdrive. Used in Ford light duty pickup
trucks There is also a passenger car version of this unit with lighter duty bearings and gear
ratios. Aluminum case and shift tower. Found in Ford F light duty trucks from , also known as a
TOD top shift overdrive Produced in 2 and 4 wheel drive versions. F Up M5R2 Mazda built 5
speed fully synchronized transmission found in to present Ford F series trucks and full size
Broncos. Aluminum case, extension housing, and shift cover, with integral bell housing. Very
similar in design to M5R1, but larger with shift lever located in center of shift cover. Available in
2 and 4WD versions. In case is changed to accommodate modular motor 4. In the case was
changed for 4. The case is very similar to earlier style units with case length shorter on 4. The
bell housing is integral to the case. Shifter is mounted to small shift cover on top of unit. Built in
2 and 4WD versions. The Super duty model has a mechanical park brake assembly mounted to
the extension housing. The S is found behind , , , , and diesel power plants. Great care should
be taken to properly identify the unit you are working on as both the S and S appear to be the
same and with the great variety of ratios available, it is easy to order the wrong parts. Both units
have PTO covers on each side of case. On the left side of the case is mounted and ID tag, which
gives the Ford Part number, the ZF part number and the unit serial number. All gears are
synchronized. This unit has an aluminum case with integral bell housing, a center support, and
rear case. This unit is built in both 2 and 4WD versions. The S is found behind diesel engines of
and up Ford Super duty and stripped chassis up to a gross combined weight of 26, lbs. The unit
weighs in at lbs. A unique feature of this unit is an internal oil pump driven off the front of the
countershaft that circul
2005 prius fuse diagram
2004 honda crv ac compressor
jaguar xf maintenance schedule
ates the lube to a trans cooler. An easy way to identify this unit is by the cooling lines mounted
to the case as found in automatic transmissions. Id tags are mounted on the left side of the
main case. Top loaded heavy-duty 4-speed transmission with cast iron case and shift cover.
Used in Ford trucks Top loaded heavy-duty 4-speed transmission with cast iron case and
extension housing and aluminum shift tower. Top loaded 4 speed with 4th being overdrive.
Mazda built 5 speed fully synchronized transmission found in to present Ford F series trucks
and full size Broncos. F, F30, F, and Super Duty. The S Heavy duty 5 speed fully synchronized
transmission with aluminum case and extension housing. The S unit is used behind the same
engines from to present. An extremely heavy-duty unit with 6 forward speed. NP Ratio: 1st.
Close Ratio: 1st. ZF S Close Ratio â€” 7. New Process 4-Speed. New Process Mazda M5R2
5-Speed. M5R2 5-Speed. Borg Warner T Borg Warner T 4-Speed. ZF S 5-Speed. ZF S 6-Speed.

